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Meet the News Team!
Hello! We are the News group from
EYFT! From 19th-25th March we`ll
be writing the newsletters, doing
the radio brodcasts, interviews
with the participants of EYTF and
doing livestreams on instagram
and facebook.
Whilst few of us have been here
before, most of us are here for the
first time, so creating the radio
show, writing the newspaper and
doing all of the other news related
things are both exiting and educational. Our group consists of us-15
enthusiastic teenagers, our amazing group leader Adrian and his
two very helpful asistants Fulvia
and Jonas.
„The group is very dinamic,“ says
Fulvia when asked about our
group „I think we‘ll have a lot of
great adventures whilst creating
the newspaper and radio shows!“
And with that our group has met
it‘s first chalenge- to create a radio
show in less then 3 hours, whilst
writing and creating the newspaper. Our radio brodcast recording,
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in which we talk about the first two
days of EYFT, goes without any
problems. Our newsletter came
along quickly and easily, so you
could say our day was a success.
Our news letter is coming out
every evening. You`ll get the new
copy delivered to your house by
the news team.

Follow us!

You can get a better look at the
behind the scenes and see our
activities live by following on instagram @kinderdorfdestlozzi or
find the Kinderdorf and Power_up
Radio page in facebook.
Every day at 6pm we have a radio
broadcast. You can listen to it by
downloading the power_up radio
app.

Discover our Team
in the next page!
We are briefly introducing ourselves in the next pages! All the
picture were taken by Marta or
Sasha from the team.
Be ready to meet us! As journalists of the Forum, we will possibly
visit the workshops and interview
people around!
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Giada

Mark

Luca

Ugo

Switzerland

Hungary

Germany

Germany

„I like meeting new people,
seeing their point of view
about Europe and having an
amazing and unforgettable
time are the main things I
am looking forward to.

„I’m a happy and talkative person. I specialize in
Physics and Mathematics.
So these are my favourite
subjects. I have lots of hobbies. My favourite is Quad
riding.“

„I think that it is very important for teenagers from Europe to know what happens in
the EU and what is affecting
their lifes. I want to discuss
with people from other
countries and find out what
they think about the problems we have right now.“

„I like to communicate with
other people and want to
learn more about the European Union.“

Angelina

Katya

Estere

Laura

Russia

Ukraine

Latvia

Latvia

Estere is a 16 year old student at AFWS. She loves travelling as much as camping
and rafting. Also, everything
that involves being creative.

Laura is a 10th grader at
AFWS. She enjoys writing
poetry and short stories as
well as doing calligraphy
and creating other forms of
art. She is passionate about
human rights, culture and
protecting nature.

„Hey, I‘m Angelina, but you
can call me Angel. I‘m an
active and friendly girl. I
really like to cooperate with
people from other countries.“

Carlo

Elettra

Lukas

Marta

Italy

Italy

Switzerland

Switzerland

„Hi! I‘m Carlo and i really like
to share my experiences with
other people „

„I‘m Elettra and I love knowing people from all over
the world.“

„My name is Lukas. I live in
Switzerland and go to school
in Trogen. I joined the news
group cause I like digital media and I developed the website of the EYFT.“

„I‘m Marta and I think that
sharing experiences with
the guys that are partecipating in this project it‘s going
to be a great opportunity
to expand my horizons and
a easy way to know them
better.“

Gàbor

Daria

Sasha

Hungary

Ukraine

Russia

„I think the Forum is a very
good opportunity to make
friends with international
students. I‘m easy-going,
and I‘m looking forward to
meeting other people from
Europe.“
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„Like a future film director, I‘m
really interested in media, art
and culture of different countries. I‘m a sociable and active
person, who can talk without
pauses. I love people, I‘m sure
that each person has a unique
story.“
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Activities Planned in Saint Gall for Tuesday Evening

On Tuesday evening will be a lot of possibilities to visit several important and historical places in Saint Gall, the
bigger near the Pestalozzi Children’s Village. You will have the opportunity to visit the Solidaritätshaus St. Gallen
(Solidarity House Saint Gall), the Textile Museum or the Abbey Library. Part of the Program include as well a guided
tour through the city and a brief insight into the democratic Organization of Saint Gall and Switzerland.

Solidaritätshaus St. Gallen
The idea of founding the association of the Solidaritätshaus St. Gallen came
at the end of 2008 and the house was finally built in 2010. The Solidaritätshaus is a Place for exchange between refugees and Saint Gall’s inhabitants
and a space where refugees can spend the day, get warm food and get support with issues they might face. The house also organizes Workshops, where they can participate and give some structure into their daily routine. You
will get the opportunity to meet immigrants and discuss/ talk with them.

Guided Tour of the Historical Centre
Don’t miss the opportunity to walk around Saint Gall’s historical centre. The tour
will be held by Walter Frei, an expert of the cultural, political and religious history
of Saint Gall.

Democracy in Saint Gall
Another interesting guided tour will be about “Democracy in Saint Gall” with
Hans Fässler. A part of this excursion will be the visit of the city’s parliament.
You will learn about the political organisation of Switzerland and how democracy is implemented here.

Textile Museum
The origin of the textile museum lies back at the second half of the 19th century. In
1863, the Association of Saint Gall´s Merchants began to gather different samples
of patterns for the local manufacturers and today the Textile Museum’s collection has more than 45.000 objects (stand in 1997). The idea of the Museum is to
inspire designers and innovators. The actual exhibition “Fast Fashion” gives an
insight about the “dark side” of fashion. “Fast Fashion” wants to show different
aspects such as producing mechanisms, economic and social effects such as
environmental issues of this new trend of producing new clothes collections in
even shorter intervals.

Abbey Library of Saint Gall
The famous Abbey Library of Saint Gall was founded
by the Benedictine monastery in Saint Gall in the 8th
century and is one of the most significant libraries of
the world. The Abbey Library of Saint Gall is therefore
part of world cultural heritage of the UNESCO. Despite a big fire in 937 which destroyed the abbey, the
library survived. The book inventory of this library is
one of the only, which is still mostly intact, compared
to other big monastery libraries and has a huge diversity for example in handwritings, early printings or incunables.
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